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1. Introduction 

Sasakawa Africa Association (SAA) is an international agricultural development NGO, co-
founded in 1986 in Geneva by Nobel Laureate Dr. Norman Borlaug, Japanese philanthropist 
Ryoichi Sasakawa (Nippon Foundation) and former US President Jimmy Carter. In 2017, SAA is 
also registered in Tokyo, Japan.  

SAA-Ethiopia is the Sasakawa Africa Association’s country program which has been operating in 
the country since 1993. Through building the capacities of extension agents (EAs) as well as 
smallholder farmers and linking them to markets it aims to support crop productivity 
enhancement and profitability of smallholder farmers and other actors along the agricultural 
value chain. 

2. Background 

Digital technologies can open up enormous opportunities for farmers, Agricultural Extension 
Agents and other actors in the agricultural value chain to improve the efficiency of food 
production and consumption. Digital technologies can help connecting upstream input 
suppliers and downstream buyers with farmers, improve inefficiencies in resource use and 
marketing, provide information about weather patterns, soil characteristics, future market 
demand, etc., and bridge inequalities in access to inputs, technologies, information, finance, 
and markets. Digital solutions can also level the playing field for marginalized groups who 
traditionally have lower access to inputs, technology, information and product markets.  

With the advent of COVID-19 pandemic due to movement restrictions extension workers were 
unable to move across villages and convene farmers for training, and input and output market 
facilitation. Cognizant of this, SAA commenced alternative extension provision methods; i.e. 
digital extension to transfer knowledge and technology, and facilitate inputs access to farmers 
via Extension Agents. Encouraged by the preliminary results and cognizant of the improved 
mobile phone penetration and network coverage, SAA has decided to strengthen e-extension 
approach to complement the conventional face-to-face agricultural extension and advisory 
service provision during and post COVID- 19 pandemic.  

The purpose of this TOR is therefore to recruit a competent consultant for the development of 
mobile-based agricultural extension and advisory delivery software platform (details of the 
software focus area on Annex A). 

3. Objective 

To develop cloud (web-based) and android mobile software platform enhancing the speed and 
reach of agricultural extension and advisory service delivery to farmers. The e-extension 
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platform will primarily serve transferring knowledge and information, proven agricultural 
technologies and practices, training and advisory services to Extension Agents who would in 
turn provide extension and advisory services to farmers face-to-face and aided by off-line 
digital techniques. 

4. Overview of the proposed system 

Masa Farm Suit (MFS) is a digital platform that allows agricultural extension agents to organize 
information about farm operations, crop production, harvest and post-harvest management, 
input/output market information, premium prices, weather information, etc. on a centralized 
server. Capacity building of EAs through the digital platform will enable them a speedy access of 
information and to reach out farmers and provide extension services which will help farmers to 
enhance their productivity, improve production efficiency, get access to inputs, technologies, 
information, finance and markets to their products (see the detail of the software focus area on 
Annex A below). 

5. Scope of the task 

The task shall focus on the development of a cloud (web-based) and android mobile-based 
digital platform that is suitable for providing e-extension and advisory services to extension 
agents, cooperative union managers, marketing experts, and progressive educated farmers in 
SAA’s target areas in Tigray, Amhara, Oromia and SNNP Regions. The consulting firm (software 
developer) will work closely with SAA-Ethiopia team to define and refine requirements of the 
proposed software platform and manage the software development life-cycle including 
capacity building and knowledge transfer. The scope of the task will particularly focus on: 

5.1. Gather requirements and develop user stories/use cases (Requirements Engineering): 
In discussion with SAA-Ethiopia team of agricultural experts, the consulting firm 
(software developer) will gather details of the requirements and develop user stories; 
prepare the software requirement specifications (SRS) and get it signed off by SAA-
Ethiopia.  

5.2. Develop and test the software platform (cloud and mobile applications): 
Based on the requirements gathered, develop a framework for the platform that includes 
user management, access control, security and workflow for publishing information. The 
framework should be able to add modules in future and be able to share data with other 
applications. Hence, the system needs to have Application Programming Interface (API) 
that allow other developers to interface the platform. Test the framework with the real 
users from SAA-Ethiopia and gather feedback on the system. 
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5.3. Finalize the software platform (cloud and mobile applications): 
Based on the feedback collected from the test by the real users, finalize the platform and 
prepare technical documentations and user manuals. 

5.4. Train and support SAA-Ethiopia staff: 
Provide orientation to the system administrators and ensure end users of SAA-Ethiopia 
can administer and use the system. The training needs to build capacity of users in the 
form of training of trainers (ToT) so that trainees can in turn train other stakeholders on 
the system. Finalize the users’ manual based on feedback received from the end users. 
Make the user manual as help file to online platform. 

5.5. Handover the software platform: 
Host the online software at SAA-Ethiopia designated web server and handover the 
documented source code, user manuals and training materials to SAA-Ethiopia with a 
regular maintenance plan. 

5.6. Provide troubleshooting support: 
Provide troubleshooting support for at least 6 months after delivering the software. The 
support should be in person, over telephone and via e-mail, as and when necessary. 

NB. At the end of the assignment, the SAA-Ethiopia will have a fully functional software 
platform and staff will be able to maintain the software with the original developer or other 
available software consultants. 

6. Expected Deliverables 
The consulting firm (software developer) is expected to deliver the following:  

A. Inception Report with project plan and SRS 

B. Software developed and delivered as per the technical requirements stated in the 
proposed system, the scope of work and agreed through the SRS 

C. Software platform testing and refining as per the technical requirements stated in the 
scope of work and agreed in SRS 

D. Delivering refined final version of the software platform along with documented source 
code, users manuals and training materials 

E. Conducting training for SAA-Ethiopia staff 
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7. Consulting firm (software developer)’s Responsibilities 
For this consultancy, the consulting firm (software developer) will be responsible for the 
following:  

A. Managing the software development team 

B. Attending meetings, workshops, discussions with SAA-Ethiopia as and when needed 

C. Submitting the specified deliverables to SAA-Ethiopia for comments and approval 

D. Delivering software platform using as per the scope of the work and signed-off SRS 

E. Organizing and conducting training for SAA-Ethiopia staff 

F. Supporting SAA-Ethiopia in troubleshooting during the piloting and after handing over of 
the software platform 

8. SAA-Ethiopia’s responsibilities 
Being the sponsor of the project, SAA-Ethiopia will be responsible for the following: 

A. Guide and work closely with the software development team and follow up the process 

B. Assisting in organizing meetings and workshops with the consultant 

C. Develop, review and finalize contents 

D. Providing technical feedback on the process, documentation and deliverables (Provide 
feedback based on troubleshooting findings to the software developer about the 
functionality and challenges of the apps on a regular and timely manner). 

E. Reviewing the software platform and providing feedback to finalize 

F. Getting nominations for the trainer and user trainings from the consulting firm (software 
developer) 

G. Releasing the payments upon satisfactory delivery by the consultant 

9. Timeframe 
The consulting firm (software developer) will submit detail timeline for completing the task in 
light of the following tentative timeframe for the following milestones. 

No  Task/Output  Deadline / Time 

1  Inception Report with project plan and SRS  
Within 2 working weeks 
after starting the task 

2  
Software platform developed and delivered as per the 
technical requirements stated in the scope of work and 
agreed in SRS 

Within 8 working weeks 
after starting the task, must 
be agreed and signed off by 
the consultant and SAA-
Ethiopia 
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Pre-testing the software platform with some users 
including SAA-Ethiopia staff, DAs, SMS and Union 
managers: 

 Creating automation scripts. The test automation 
should be scheduled with Continuous Integration 
(CI) system. 

 Executing the non-functional testing for each user 
story. 

 Defining acceptance criteria for acceptance tests. 
 Performing user acceptance testing and be sure 

that the entire test for the current sprint is 
complete. 

Within 4 working weeks 
after starting the task, must 
be agreed and signed off by 
the consultant and SAA-
Ethiopia 

4  
Delivered the refined final version of the software 
platform along with documented source code, users 
manuals and training materials 

Within 4 working weeks the 
consultant will deliver the 
refined final software 
platform 

5  Conducted training for SAA-Ethiopia staff 

Within a week after starting 
the task that will be 
organized and conducted 
by the consultant 

10. Financial proposal 

The financial proposal by the consulting firm (software developer) should contain itemized cost, 
at least for the following broader level deliverables:  

 Gather requirements and develop user stories/use cases (Requirements Engineering)  
 Develop and test the software platform (cloud and mobile applications) 
 Finalize the software platform (cloud and mobile applications) 
 Train and support SAA-Ethiopia staff 
 Handover the software platform  
 Provide troubleshooting support 

11. Proposed Payment Schedule: 
The Payments are made upon satisfactory completion and acceptance of the software 
development task by SAA-Ethiopia for the deliverables:  

 10% of the contract value for the submission of Inception Report with project plan and 
SRS (milestone 1) 
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 50% of the contract value upon the submission of Software platform testing as per the 
technical requirements stated in the scope of work and agreed in SRS (milestone 2) 

 30% of the contract value upon the submission of the refined final version of the 
software platform along with source code, users’ manuals and training materials 
(milestone 3) 

 10% of the contract value upon the provision of training for SAA-Ethiopia staff 
(milestone 4) 

12. Reporting Arrangements 
The consulting firm (software developer) will work under the overall guidance of the Country 
Director of SAA-Ethiopia Office, and direct supervision of the SAA Monitoring, Evaluation, 
Reporting and Communication (MERC) Theme. Since the assignment will be undertaken under 
tight time schedule, the consultancy firm is expected to provide a weekly update of the work 
progress during the task active periods. 

13. Minimum Qualification & Experience Required 
The consultant with ten (10) years of experience in a full-fledged software development 
environment may bid for this task. The software development firm’s team should consist of 
certified software engineers, system analysts and project managers experienced in the area of 
agricultural software development and provision. 

In addition to the above, the firm should fulfill the following criteria: 
 Legal establishment for a minimum of ten (10) years (proven document. e.g trade 

license, VAT registration) 
 Experience in similar assignments with proven track record and provide live 

demonstration of identical software platform developed earlier 
 Should have the capacity to provide post-deployment support for at least six (6) months 

NB. Bidders will be advantageous if they could be able to identify more and more offline 
features from the SRS and have the capacity to include those features in the system.  

14. Submission of proposals 
The SAA-Ethiopia invites eligible software companies to submit sealed technical and financial 
proposals in person. The proposal should include detailed methodology, detailed work plan, a 
cover letter explaining why they are suitable for this task, and a detailed budget. The 
opportunity will be awarded based on the quality of technical and financial proposals following 
the SAA-Ethiopia procurement and financial rules and regulations. Payment will be made in 
Ethiopian Birr (ETB) as per the SAA-Ethiopia financial rules and payment conditions as specified 
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in the Service Level Agreement and ToRs. Interested companies are requested to submit their 
proposals in hardcopy to the following address: 

Administration Office, 
Sasakawa Africa Association (SAA) Ethiopia, 
Daminarof Building 3rd Floor (next to Century Mall, CMC Road), 
Gurd Sholla, Bole Sub-City, Kebele 13 
Telephone: +251-116-683595,  
P.O.Box: 12771, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

15. Evaluation Criteria 
Consultant will be evaluated based on the following criteria: The weight for technical portion of 
the Proposal will be 70% and financial 30%. The key factors stated below will be taken in to 
consideration during the evaluation process: 

 Previous work experience 
 Methodological/technical aspects of carrying out the software development 
 Financial aspects (fairness of the consultancy fees, breakdown of activity costs…etc.) 

16. Deadline for submission of the proposal 
Deadline for the submission of technical and financial proposals in hard copy has to reach to 
the address given above within ten days following the announcement of this consultancy.  

17. Taxes 
The financial proposal shall include all taxes. All the taxes will be deducted as per the financial 
laws of Ethiopia.  
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Annex A 
Masa Farm Suit (MFS) is a digital platform that allows agricultural extension agents to organize 
information about farm operations, crop production, harvest and post-harvest management, 
input/output market information, premium prices, weather information, etc. on a centralized 

server. Capacity building of EAs through the digital platform, 
supported by face-to face extension and short video screening and 
local radio program transmissions, will help smallholder farmers to 
enhance productivity, improve production efficiency, get access to 
inputs, technologies, information, finance and markets to their 
products. Using this platform, EAs can help farmers to make 
appropriate decisions based on a real-time data on important field 
activities and production. EAs can record tasks, track rainfall, 
monitor crop health, detect and manage pests, and generate 
reports. Generally, the platform will help agricultural experts to 
streamline and monitor all crop-related activities along the value-

chain. The software platform required to have the following core modules: 

1. Production 
This crop module needs to have features and functionalities used to plan, manage, and analyze 
activities on the farm including planning and tracking tasks such as tilling, planting, pest 
detection and control, irrigation, fertilization, harvesting, and shipping. The platform needs to 
have features that can enhance themes to remotely monitor the crop lifecycle using satellite 
and the Internet. Moreover, EAs should track and record farm inputs and keep farming practice 
data. Particularly, MFS used to capture good practices (land preparation, layout, row planting, 
weeding/cultivation, etc. and Pest Management) for each crop in a bullet with pictures:  

 Land preparation schedule and tillage practices, 
 Planting 

o Date, row planting (method, spacing, depth), 
o Seed rates, 

o Fertilizer rates and 
application procedures, 

 Integrated Pest Management (IPM) for each crop 
o Insect (types, protection methods),  
o Disease (types, protection methods), 

o Weeds (timing, frequency, 
methods)

2. Weather 
This agro-climate module needs to have features and functionalities that can enable EAs to 
have accurate real-time weather information in SAA-Ethiopia’s targeted areas. Moreover, 
advanced features of the same module need to show historical weather trends, observe current 

Masa Farm Suit (MFS) 
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conditions and forecast upcoming climate risks. This will help frontline extension workers to 
take appropriate decision and provide advisory services to smallholder farmers. 

3. Yield 
This module is required to have features and functionalities to analyze/estimate the grain and 
biomass yield for each crop demonstrations/seed multiplications using satellite information 
and/or by computing the available yield component data collected from the demonstrations 
established by SAA-Ethiopia. 

4. Postharvest 
This module is important to capture postharvest technology practices and operations related to 
harvesting, threshing/shelling and storage. The module needs to have features and 
functionalities to capture and analyze the following vital information: 

 Harvesting: time, methods, and precautions, 
 Threshing/shelling requirements, 

o Grain drying (precautions while drying) 
o Threshing/shelling 

o Winnowing/cleaning 
o Transportation of grain 

 Storage practices, 
o Preparations for storage 
o Types of storage facility (local granary, PICS bag, 

metal silo…etc.) 
o Risks of aflatoxin and its mitigation 

o Storage pest management 
o Risks of pesticide use and 

precautions

5. Market 
This module should have features and functionalities that can enable to store, process and 
analyze marketing information such as aggregators, whole sellers, processors, and exporters. It 
is important to manage quality maintaining, forward marketing and market negotiation 
information as well. Moreover, it should allow the above key market actors access to 
information exchange with each other. 

6. Report 
The analytics feature provides useful information about crops such as growth rate, costs per 
lb/kg, and return on investment for every crop. Built-in reports help EAs access data in various 
formats such as PDF, MS Excel, and MS Word. 

NB. The platform needs to be a single database system but also interfaced with other systems 
through Application Programming Interface (APIs). It can be accessed using smartphone on the 
android mobile application and its data management on cloud application via computers.  


